Sand rail motor options

All of the VW motors used in our dune buggies are brand new cc with dual 44 Weber
carburetors, large valve heads 42X The total weight of a VW is approximately pounds. A built
VW cc is capable of about hp, and typically they do fine in a standard five seat sand car. This
brand new all aluminum four cylinder motor features 4 valves, per cylinder, and has a dual
overhead cam. In our judgment, being fuel injected, water cooled, and making more power than
a built , it is a much better choice than a VW in comparison in price in your dunebuggy. Add a
turbo and your Ecotec will make hp in your sand rail on pump gas at pounds of boost, and still
be reliable in the dunes. Both also have a low center of gravity due to the placement of the
cylinders. The Subaru engine produce approx hp, and are fuel injected water cooled motor
making good torque for a 4 cylinder motor in a dune buggy. The only drawback is that these
motors are used low mileage motors, unless you start off with a hp or higher version and that
gets very expensive. You can push your seat sand car through any hill with plenty of power at
the pedal. These DOHC motors have 4 valves per cylinder, all aluminum block and heads and
weigh in at approximately lbs. An LS1 produces approximately hp and is also all aluminum
block and heads, and by far, obviously has the best low end torque and the best bang for your
buck, weighing in at approximately lbs. There is no replacement for displacement, and there is
no substitute for the roar of American muscle. FAIL the browser should render some flash
content, not this. Superior Sandcars c Privacy policy. The JM4 can be a 3, 4 or 5 seat sand rail
that has the same exceptional performance and handling qualities as our SS model. The roomy
interior, specially designed suspension and high horsepower takes this sand rail to the next
level. From every angle, the JM4 is as big on style as it is on performance to ensure the ultimate
driving experience. With a choice of three motors ranging from the 5. In the drivers seat you will
experience a custom dash with gauges, windshield, premium interior surfaces and a complete
audio system. The JM4 offers an innovative design that is engineered for performance and
stability. This sand rail gives you the quick response and ultimate handling that cannot be
found in other sand car manufacturers. The JM4 is developed from years of off road experience
combined with modern engineering to deliver the suspension, durability and horsepower it
takes to manufacturer the ultimate sand or off-road vehicle. We are here to build quality sand
and off-road cars that will stand up to the test of time. Every car is made with safety, longevity,
handling and performance in mind. JM4 Motorsports offer several options to customize your
sand rail the way you want it. You can choose to leave it stock or add features to fit your off
road requirements. The JM4 comes with 3 choices of performance motors ranging from the 5.
You have the option of coupling the motor to a Mendeola 2D or 4S transmission. The beauty of
building a new sand car is having a choice on how it looks. JM4 Motorsports offers 4 different
graphic packages along with 6 different frame colors to customize the look of your new sand
rail. The cockpit of the JM4 offers plenty of options for the ultimate driving experience. PRP
seats, full harness seat belts, Auto Meter gauges and a quick disconnect steering wheel are just
some of the few stock items included. Buggy Builder. Stock Feature List. More Info. Suspension
Fox 2. Performance The JM4 offers an innovative design that is engineered for performance and
stability. Our Guarantee We are here to build quality sand and off-road cars that will stand up to
the test of time. Endless Customizations JM4 Motorsports offer several options to customize
your sand rail the way you want it. Powertrain The JM4 comes with 3 choices of performance
motors ranging from the 5. Exterior The beauty of building a new sand car is having a choice on
how it looks. Interior The cockpit of the JM4 offers plenty of options for the ultimate driving
experience. Moderator: Sitewide Forum Moderators. Privacy Terms. Search Advanced search.
Quick links. Which motor?? Technical Discussion Forum. Post Reply Search Advanced search.
Which motor would you run and why? I'll be using a mend. I like the twin turbo ls1 from turnkey.
Weight: If it is going to be a full-size, long-travel, four-seater and an LS1 is too expensive, then a
Northstar. If you can't afford a Northstar then a Subaru will suffice but it should be at least a 2.
Subaru as an upgrade. I have found that in the Dunes or offroad in general that suspension
plays as big of a role if not bigger in how fast you car goes as raw horspower does. Make sure
you keep a good balance between horsepower and handling. Unless all you like to do is go to
the sand drags and have never actually been into the real sand dunes. There are a lot of other
engines options out there Mazda Rotary, Nissans, Eco-tech, etc. Just my two cents. Contact
Tom Simrak. Website AOL. Because we know we will never be the fastest guy up a hill and we
are OK with that. But throw a turbo on it and we will be right behind everyone else for a 3rd the
cost. No matter what motor you use, you wont be the fastest guy So if it is a matter of aww
factor, well, enjoy the V8. But you wont be the first to the top. I can live with that. Oh yea, every
three or four years you may need to rebuild a VW, ok theres a few hundered bucks So what do
you want to do with your buggy and what is your budget? Plasma TV to 30' projection screen.
Team and MotorSports Specialist. I love my VW powered rail. Never had a problem with it, and it
gets me to where I want to go. The list goes on, and on , and on. Good luck on whatever choice

you make!. Contact jhitesma. I've now had two sand vehicles with VW motors and neither was
cheap or reliable And as little luck as I've had with the Pinto it did get more miles between it's all
too frequent rebuilds than the VW's I've had the misfortune of coming into contact with. As for
price. I just picked up 3 complete 2. And that was re-using the cam, pistons, cylinders, heads,
carbs, intakes, flywheel, and an oil pump that came off another VW I had that only ran for 30
seconds. Yeah, I gotta get a new flywheel for the 2. And the stock 2. I went from a 2. The 2. The
only thing done to that motor was a cam and aftermarket carb. The got me around but the motor
became the limit instead of my suspension. VW's are nifty little engines that's for sure. I had a
good time assembling the for my Manx and it has been trouble free I love adjusting my valves
every couple of trips, and worrying about overheating during the warmer parts of the season.
I'm moving away from VW as fast as I can VW is all I know. If I could fit a diffrent motor in it I
would. As for now my VW gets me where I need to go. I can not see spending a load of money
on a long travel car with tons of HP, just to play in the sand, and desert. This morning I was
thinking about my older sandrail with a ci Corvair and what I could do to get a little more umph
out of it. The Corvair is a great motor in the since that it is just like an air-cooled VW but with a
displacement of cc stock. A lot more torque than a VW. I was thinking of the stock carbs on it
that I have rebuilt once and eventually replaced with remanufactured carbs but it still runs
crappy. I had another sandrail once with a ci Corvair with a single two-barrel carb that was scary
fast and responsive. Nothing like my current corvair. I have tried to find the 2-barrel adapter
manifold for the corvair but can't find it. It's really hard to find parts for corvair motors and
mostly all I have found are places that sell stock replacement parts. This is the biggest
downside to corvairs. It's hard to find stock parts mostly mail order and even harder to find
Performance parts and ALL parts are expensive compared to other motors. I wouldn't
recommend someone intentional getting into corvairs but still I am having hard time throwing
mine away for another motor. I just wish I could get a little more HP out of this corvair without
spending a lot of money. Website Yahoo Messenger. I think that most of the problems people
have with the air-cooled 4-banger is that incompetent people feel they can work on the thing.
Contact Greg Hall. I was starting to wonder if I was the only one. I have had my VW going on the
5th season now, and not ready for a rebuild yet. I still have plenty of compression, of course I
did re-ring it 2 seasons ago when I added the turbo. Now where someone comes up with 50 hp
to the rear tires is beyond me. Doing some quick math. Hey dont get me wrong, v8's are cool,
but when you look at the cost of the motor, the computer and the trans, I'll take 4 of 5 VW's
anytime and meet you at the top of the hill Man, I could sell a bunch of those! Of course it all
really depends on what you really like, I couldn't use a VW for my needs. It really has served us
well in the dunes for many years. In the late 60's through the 70's and into the 80's, there's no
doubt it was the engine of choose. But, with the advent of lightweight, low-cost, high-tech
motors coming out of Japan, I think it's time to pass the torch. Sure the VW is still lighter than
these motors and much easier to work on and simpler in design but I can't see how anyone can
make the argument that the VW is somehow more reliable than these new technology motors.
To say that you have 5 seasons in the dunes on a VW motor really isn't saying much. How many
hours does that work out to? Compared to a VW Bug used as a daily driver, 5 dune seasons is
probably the same number of hours as two or three months in the daily driver and just because
your daily driver hasn't broken down in three months, that doesn't necessarily equate to a
"Reliable" motor by todays car standards. In fact, I use the VW Bug daily driver as an example.
Everybody I know who drives a street bug including myself at one time , has had a number of
breakdowns as well as a number of rebuilds as if it was just part of the regular scheduled
maintenance. In fact, I think the VW service manual list the recommended interval between
rebuilds and it is far less than k miles. When was the last time you had to rebuild your Subaru
Outback or Cadillac Seville as part of it's regular scheduled maintenance. I am on my second
used Corvette and although I have had a few breakdowns here and there, I never had to
consider a complete rebuild due to regular wear and tear. Maybe the reason people perceive the
VW as being a reliable engine is because the design is so basic, there are less things to break.
You will never have a radiator leak or bad water pump or a computer failure with a VW. Also,
there are lot less surprise breakdowns with a VW. Usually, when you breakdown in a VW it's
because your points got fried because you left the ignition-on or your starter burns-out because
you held it on too long because it's hard to start when it's cold and you flooded the engine a few
times or a plug gets fouled because your carbs are running to rich because you haven't
adjusted them properly since the last time you rebuilt the carbs or the timing is not set right,
people attribute these breakdowns to "User Errors" or "lack of proper maintenance" and
therefore have nothing to do with the reliability of the engine. That would be correct but at the
same time, you are far less likely if at all to encounter these same problems with a modern FI
engine. In the end, a modern engine should be less likely to stop running or run rough whatever

the cause then a VW Motor. Then there's the performance side. Bottom line, the VW motor has
been a great motor for duning but time and technology have created a better motor for duning.
Maybe not cheaper but a better value in my opinion.. Yahoo Messenger. Average hp with a ej20t
is around OK so we are not using a stock computer, who does?. I would agree that the ej20t
subie is not the torqueist? It is better suited for 2 seat lighter weight rails. I would go with the 2.
Dont get me wrong here, I had vw's for 15 years and never broke in the dunes. Its all in how you
drive!. People say that fords have all these problems, I say I have never had any with any of my
fords, people have all these problems with VW's, I have never had any probems with any of my
VW motors. You dont need to hate them, just dont use them, heck that leaves more parts for us
BTW, you could have made your arguement sound real dramiatic if you would have compaired
an old 35 hp vw Contact OldManx. I agree with TOM on something Just what did you vwers pay
for that scat or autocraft etc. And with the invention of CNC machines I think things are built to
better standards.. I'd still take the stock ej20t with an after market computer over a VW. Just be
happy with what you got. I feel that a VW will take the punishment in pretty much stock form.. I
just think that the builder determines the life of the engine I believe that the water boxers yes.. I
thought it was for your buggy. I bought mine as it sits from the previous owner, but I also knew
that he put the best stuff in it. Yea, I could crank up the boost, but then reliability goes down.
The motor currently has about 5 seasons on it, and all thats been done is oil changes. My car is
a Hijumper standard travel that was assembled back in 95, mid-engined. Glamis gets a little
rough, but it worked extremely well at St Anthony's man those dunes are smooth. Since the car
weighs only about , I have a horsepower to weight ratio advantage. The car also turns
extraordinarily well, without turning brakes. So far though, this car has given me the most bang
for the buck. Contact MT Buggies. I have built a few 2. Wiring can be a pain, but I think worth it. I
have also built a few VW's. My dad's motor has 5 seasons on it, no problems, regular oil
changes. Runs like a champ. I love VW's and they have never let me down. I am in with the new,
but still love the rumble of a VW. Post Reply. Subaru motors are the latest rage for sandrail
applications. Basically you're getting a VW motor on steroids. The infrastructure of a Subaru
motor has an amazing growth path to produce loads of HP with bolt on parts. Where do they
come from? Japan has very strict emission laws, more strict than California. After a vehicle
accumulates 30K miles in Japan the government levies very high taxes on the car. These taxes
are so high that it's cheaper for the owners to sell their car for parts and buy a new car. Since
there is no market for used motors in Japan, they are exported around the world. These motors
are perfect for the sandrail enthusiast looking for a good used long block motor core. At
Outfront we completely check out these motors upon arrival and sell only the best long blocks
to our customers. Without opening up the motor you can virtually slap an Outback exhaust,
turbo, and computer on these used motors and produce up to HP, reliably. There's no need to
rebuild the motor because these engines have lots of life left, good for years of duning. Then
when you're ready for more horsepower just rebuild the motor with race rods, pistons, bigger
injectors, along with a closed deck block and the shade tree mechanic can get over HP, just by
cranking up the turbo boost. JDM motors from Japan keep the cost low with high volumes of
used engines and parts flowing from Japan. These engines come complete with injectors, OE
fuel rails, OE fuel regulator, coil with plug wires, power steering pump, alternator, intake
manifold, throttle body, and usually a belt. Yes, it's basically a complete motor ready to start,
less computer. The OE computer will not work in a sandrail application because it's not
programmable to adapt to turbo applications, not to mention the OE computer would be a wiring
mess. Ideal for 2 seat sandrails or 4 seat desert cars, a 2. This setup is perfect for the person
that wants to get away from older VW aircooled pushrod technology. These 4 valve per cylinder
motors have over head cams and fuel injection for efficiency with an awesome power to weight
ratio. The biggest advanta
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ge of Subaru motors over VW technology is the reliability. At Outback we check out each
imported JDM motor with compression tests and inspections to valve train and oil pan. These 3
areas will tell the truth about how the motor was serviced. We only sell JDM motors that we
know are solid and reliable. Outfront's HP class new motors are very popular for turn-key
requirements. With plenty of punch and grunt for 4 and 5 seat cars this class of motor is a great
choice for a huge variety of applications. This class of motor uses a 2. For the experienced
driver Outfront has just what you're looking for, raw in your face G-Force power that's reliable
and loads of fun. These engines are based on Subaru's 2. If you're looking for a light motor with
low center of gravity with up to HP, this is the ticket. Yes, that's a 4" intake plenum coming from

the air filter. You can't get this setup anywhere else, it's an Outfront exclusive, a license to
stomp the competition. My Cart Checkout. Back to top.

